
goodwood deconstruction blocks

aroundsquare is rigorously responsible.
this is not green marketing.
learn more at www.aroundsquare.com

presents: 

goodwood:
mulch heap

mulch heap:
• complex architectural possibilities
• 24 pieces
• three different shapes
• great for older kids

• educator designed 
• architecturally stimulating
• design-oriented fun for building minds 

play today

        build tomorrow

• seven inter-compatible sets
• vibrant colours and innovative shapes
• open-ended creative play at its finest



mulch j:
- 12 pieces
- pieces combine to form 
  new shapes
- surprising possibilities
- excellent starter set

goodwood:
mulch j

goodwood:
mulch l

mulch l:
- 36 pieces
- great tiling and patterning possibilities
- colourful alternative to dominoes and 
  plank-style blocks
- plenty of pieces make them great for 
  sharing

goodwood deconstruction blocks 
are handmade in a small and ethically run 
factory, from sustainably harvested 
rubber wood



mulch m:
- 6 pieces
- innovative shape with 
  countless possibilities 
  for construction
- evoking an "animal" 
  shape, this set is great 
  for imaginative play
- great desk toy for  
  adults

mulch m

mulch f:
- 12 pieces
- square shape for easy 
  stacking and large size 
  makes the set suitable for 
  young children
- mulch f is the flagship of 
  the goodwood series

mulch f



mulch c:
- 18 pieces
- compact size is great 
  for travel
- shape is good for 
  building up, as well as 
  flat tiling, patterning, 
  and tessellating
- can be combined to 
  make two perfect cubes

mulch h:
- 6 pieces
- elegant chair-shaped 
  pieces can be combined 
  and stacked in an 
  incredible variety of ways 
- makes an excellent desk 
  toy and conversation 
  piece for adults

mulch c

mulch h



the story of goodwood ago.  rubberwood seeds sprouted and began to grow, year after year absorbing dirt, water, air, and sunlight...

GOODWOOD'S 
EMBODIED 
HISTORY

the freshly cut logs were then trucked to the mill...

the finished blocks were then shipped across the Pacific.

...the trees produced rubber for many years, and when they slowed, the wood was harvested  

but before       selling them, we had them rigorously tested at an independent lab, to make sure they are absolutely safe

then, finally, they were ready to be sold...

    and that's  when you joined the story...

Enjoy, with a happy conscience!

...where they were cut down lumber

...and then on to 
the factory, where

 skilled crafters 
handmade each 

 block. we've been 
to the factory, and we're 

 proud our at such a
  responsible place.

at aroundsquare, we
think that the back story 

matters. we think that it's important 
that children grow up having fun, and also 

recognizing that everything around them has its 
own story. the decisions that make up those 
stories matter, and we take great care to 
bring you high quality products that reflect 

responsible social and environmental  decision-making... 



Goodwood Deconstruction Blocks - Wholesale Information

Product Photo Pieces SKU
Unit Cost 
(USD)

Mulch C 12 627843087014 12.50$    

Mulch F 12 627843087021 17.50$    

Mulch H 6 627843087038 15.00$    

Mulch J 12 627843087045 12.50$    

Mulch L 36 627843087052 14.50$    

Mulch M 6 627843087069 12.50$    

Mulch 
Heap

24 627843087076 18.00$    

Intro Offer B - Full Range 
Mulch C - 3 sets 
Mulch F - 4 sets 
Mulch H - 4 sets 
Mulch Heap - 4 sets 
Mulch J - 3 sets 
Mulch L - 3 sets 
Mulch M - 3 sets 
Order Total: $354.5 
* Bonus, one display set 
* Shipping cap 10% 
 

Intro Offer A - Bestsellers 
Mulch F - 4 sets 
Mulch H - 5 sets 
Mulch Heap - 5 sets 
Mulch M - 4 sets 
Order total: $285 
* Bonus, one display set 
* Shipping cap 10% 

* Minimum Re-order $100 
* Free shipping on orders 
   over $500 
 


